
LLG meeting No 7 – Tuesday 17 July 2018



Introduction & Overview

• We’d like to update you on our work and overall design 
development

• We’ll summarise the Phase Two consultation

• We’ll look at the latest technical work

• We’ll share what this means for development of the DCO

• We’ll talk about what happens next and when

• We have a good amount of time for Q&A at the end



Programme headlines

• Phase Two consultation – held 15 March to 23 April 2018 

– Six public exhibitions, more than 600 people 

– Phase Two feedback – nearly 100 feedback responses

• Focused work happening with technical stakeholders 

• Phase 2a Localised Consultation – happening now

• Target to submit the DCO by the end of the summer



Scheme update



Iterative design process

• Further technical work and consultation has fed into further 
refinement of the proposals

• Direct engagement with statutory organisations 

• Analysis of all issues and themes raised via feedback

• Design workshops

• Assessment and evaluation of potential design changes

• Strengthening of the proposals in line with Gazeley’s design 
and operational experience, alongside market requirements



Issues and themes raised

1. Principle of the site and proposed use

2. Need for SRFI in this location

3. Landscape and visual impacts

4. Rail connectivity and capacity

5. Traffic and the road network 

6. Potential change to the character of the villages

7. Environmental – air, noise, light etc



Parameters Plan



Green Infrastructure Plan



Illustrative Masterplan



Rail connectivity



Rail update

• Development of proposals to ensure compliance with NPS:

– At least 4 trains per day, 775m capability, direct main line access

• Further work undertaken with NR on the “GRIP” process

– Technical work now complete to stage 2 (feasibility), confirming 
the ability of the proposals to operate as a SRFI

– Statement of Common Ground being drafted to accompany the 
DCO application, along with a report on the technical work

– Proposal received from NR to continue work beyond GRIP2:

• Develop the preferred option for the first phase of rail works

• Identify the earliest window to carry out works on the main 
line alongside other pre-programmed maintenance work



Highways update



Access & Highways 

• Refinement of highways designs

• These design changes informed by additional use of new 
Northamptonshire County highways model 

• This further highway modelling and assessment has resulted in a 
reduction in the overall scope and extent of highway mitigation 

• Detailed design work for highway mitigation ongoing (topo surveys 
completed, etc) 

• Detailed design for A43 resulting in minor amendments and 
improvements

• Some minor changes to red-edge extents for some junctions (as per 
2a Localised Consultation document)

• Ongoing dialogue with Highways England and NCC



Junction Mitigation at Phase 2 



Refined Junction Mitigation



What happens next?



Path to submission 

• Complete Phase 2a Localised Consultation and consider 
feedback

• Finalise design review and refinement work 

• Issue newsletter – update the community and connect back 
following the Phase 2 Consultation

• Develop the suite of DCO application documents

• Submit the application to PINS

• Continue to keep the LLG informed 



Thank you
Q&A 




